People have practiced self-care for their sexual and reproductive health (SRH) for millennia. For women, this has meant managing menstruation, contraception, pregnancy, and childbirth—in addition to contending with illness for themselves and their families. In the 19th and 20th centuries, scientific understanding accelerated and new medical technologies appeared in industrialized countries, with developments such as aseptic technique for childbirth, antibiotics to treat and cure infections, progress in contraceptives, improvements in surgery, and a myriad of other practices with wide-ranging benefits.

Medical, public health, and technological advances have made it possible for people to live longer, healthier, and safer lives; and trained, motivated, and well-supported health workers in strong health care systems are essential to the well-being of individuals and communities. At the same time, self-care has become more sophisticated and data-driven, and research has demonstrated that when people are active participants in their own health care, adherence to medication and treatment regimens improves. For example, self-care is essential for management of chronic conditions such as diabetes or heart disease, although it also requires engaged and supportive professionals. A self-care approach could be applied more broadly in the health field, including in SRH. While many descriptions of self-care have a disease focus, it also includes the concept of healthy individuals building their “health assets” by increasing their health literacy, becoming aware of their physical and mental conditions, and responsibly using products, services, diagnostics, and medicines.

This issue of Outlook examines women’s ability and their right to assess and manage their own SRH needs, with a focus on recent evidence for improved tools and practices that make this possible, especially in low-resource settings. First, we put forth a rationale for self-care in the context of SRH by reviewing international norms and guidelines about health,
human rights, and task sharing. We then highlight new information on technologies and practices that can enable and expand SRH self-care.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-CARE IN SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH**

**WHO’s long commitment to self-care and SRH**

The World Health Organization’s (WHO) explicit position on self-care was articulated in 1984, when it reaffirmed that “people have the right and duty to participate individually and collectively in the planning and implementation of their health care,” and went on to define self-care as “the activities individuals, families, and communities undertake with the intention of enhancing health, preventing disease, limiting illness, and restoring health. . . undertaken by lay people on their own behalf . . . either separately or in participative collaboration with professionals.” WHO specified that public policies should demystify health care and allow people more choice in caring for themselves, while acknowledging the importance of building social support for self-care. WHO also recommended that member states provide access to appropriate technology for safe self-care and, in 1998, included self-medication in its definition of self-care.

In 2016, WHO adopted the Framework on Integrated, People-Centred Health Services, defining this as “putting people and communities, not diseases, at the center of health systems, and empowering people to take charge of their own health rather than being passive recipients of services.” In this approach, while people are entrusted with managing their own care where appropriate, the health system must do its part to become more integrated and responsive.

**Human rights, autonomy, and women’s self-care**

Women’s autonomy also plays an essential role in SRH self-care. A precondition for women to participate in self-care is that they must have voice and agency: a capacity to speak and be heard, and the ability to make decisions about their lives and to act on them free of violence, retribution, or fear. Developing agency for SRH self-care is a process that begins in puberty or even earlier. Women and girls must assert their rights repeatedly, from menarche to menopause and beyond, to gain access to practices and products that enable them to make choices for their SRH—for example, how to time, space, or limit childbearing, or whether to have children at all. Social norms and unequal power relationships frequently limit women’s voice and agency, and can evolve from discriminatory practices into legal restrictions that are especially onerous for groups such as adolescents, rural women, and refugees. Lack of agency also can prevent women and girls from accessing opportunities that could contribute to SRH self-care, including secondary education and access to new information technologies.

The concept of women’s autonomy is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights conventions, declarations, and consensus agreements. At the International Conference on Population and Development in 1994, nearly 180 countries adopted a program of action that recognized and championed the importance of autonomy and associated health rights. As viewed by the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 20 years later, “the landmark international conference . . . put people’s rights at the heart of development. It affirmed sexual and reproductive health as a fundamental human right and emphasized that empowering women and girls is key to ensuring the well-being of individuals, families, nations and our world.”

WHO reinforces these concepts and recognizes rights “that are indivisible, interdependent and interrelated. In addition to the right to health, these include the right to self-determination including reproductive self-determination, freedom from discrimination, security and dignity of the human person, and freedom of thought and expression.” Supporting voice and agency for women not only bolsters their safety, self-respect, and personal development, it also improves their standing and ability to make decisions in their families and communities.

**A new take on task sharing**

Task shifting has a long history worldwide and is evident in the roles of nurse practitioners, physician assistants, nursing assistants, and lay health workers. In 2008, WHO issued guidelines and recommendations on task shifting, mainly concerned with developing countries, defining this as the “rational redistribution of tasks among health workforce teams. Specific tasks are moved, where appropriate, from highly qualified health workers to health workers with shorter training and fewer qualifications in order to make more efficient use of the available human resources for health.” A related practice is task sharing, whereby higher-level cadres continue to provide a service but lower-level cadres also provide that type of care. In recent years, WHO has spoken out on the benefits of task shifting/sharing in the fields of family planning, safe abortion care, and maternal and newborn care, as well as many others. In spite of these recognized benefits, limitations on who can provide and administer services and products often present medical barriers to task shifting and task sharing.

Another kind of task sharing in health care is entrusting the individual to assess and manage
her own care, in an evidence-based way and with appropriate support from the health system and engaged communities. For SRH, this approach affirms and implements the WHO recommendations for self-care, as well as the concept of building health assets—whereby women access usable, accurate information to inform their own decisions; make use of appropriate technologies; and seek health services and professional help when necessary. WHO has specifically included self-care as a part of task sharing, noting, “Women themselves have a role to play in managing their own health and this constitutes another important component of task sharing within health systems.”

Just as training is necessary for lower cadres of health workers when they take on new duties, women may want instruction and support from health care professionals for some tasks; for other tasks, women who are literate may be comfortable using information and instructions from posters or package inserts. Encouraging, preparing, and supporting women and girls to take ownership of aspects of their SRH care create multiple benefits: women will learn about their bodies and increase their self-sufficiency, and health workers can devote more time to conditions that require medical intervention (e.g., vaccinations, treating illnesses).

“Women themselves have a role to play in managing their own health and this constitutes another important component of task sharing within health systems.”
—World Health Organization

**PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES THAT FACILITATE SELF-CARE**

New and improved products and tools can help women exercise autonomy, as demonstrated over the past 70 or more years; for example, the modern tampon, developed in the 1930s, made managing menstruation easier, and the combined oral contraceptive pill, introduced in the 1960s, was a huge breakthrough in women’s control of their fertility. Recent progress includes improvements in vaginal barrier methods, such as newer versions of the female condom and diaphragm, lower-dose oral contraceptive pills (and their over-the-counter status or availability in some countries), and oral emergency contraception (EC). Researchers and professional groups—particularly the Oral Contraceptives Over-the-Counter Working Group, which maps availability worldwide—have long advocated giving control to women by allowing nonprescription access to oral contraceptives—including for adolescents. For menstrual hygiene, there are now better disposable sanitary pads, as well as environmentally friendly reusable pads and menstrual cups. New tools are available to help women track and understand their fertility, including ovulation predictors, home pregnancy tests, and phone-based applications for predicting menstrual cycles. These tools can also enable more informed and continued use of contraceptive products (e.g., condoms or other barrier methods, EC, or hormonal methods). Collecting and attending to user perspectives, including through practices such as user-centered design, are important components of the development of many of these successful self-care products and practices, as illustrated in the box on page 4.

As new products and methods make their way into low-income countries—often introduced by the private commercial sector or by nonprofit, nongovernmental organizations—women recognize the opportunities for taking control, and they understand how this can lead to improvements in other aspects of their lives, such as time for educational and career opportunities.

The array of SRH self-care products that women in low-income countries can access and afford is increasing. This issue of *Outlook* focuses on recent
User-centered design (UCD) is a method of creating a product or intervention, or improving a practice, that engages the people who will use it directly in the design process. The principles of UCD have been employed in health care interventions for many years. With this participatory approach, products and practices are more likely to be adopted and to result in lasting impact, because they have attributes that users truly want and need. In global health, stakeholders include not only clients but also their partners, health workers, pharmacists or shop owners, communication experts, and health system managers. UCD is also iterative: a product is designed, prototyped, and improved by repeated testing with users before reaching its final form.

Below are some examples suggesting the potential of UCD in products and practices for women’s SRH self-care.

**Developing contraceptive vaginal barrier methods:**

**Woman’s Condom and SILCS Diaphragm**

PATH employed a user-centered process to develop, test, and refine the SILCS Diaphragm (Figure 1) and Woman’s Condom—two nonhormonal methods that expand options for woman-initiated contraceptive protection. In consultation with women, their partners, and health workers, researchers developed performance objectives, prototyped multiple iterations of features, and assessed proof-of-concept designs in laboratory tests. This was followed by rounds of evaluating, refining, and validating the designs with users and other stakeholders in diverse regions to confirm ease of use and acceptability.

**Designing a contraceptive self-injection program**

DMPA-SC (subcutaneous depot medroxyprogesterone acetate), an injectable contraceptive administered every three months, is now available in a device that makes it possible for women to inject themselves. A self-injection program is currently being developed in Uganda based on the iterative process of UCD (Figure 2). Developing “journey maps” helped designers understand client and provider experiences, perspectives, and needs by walking through every step of a program. Input from family planning clients, health workers, and health officials refined the journey maps and program design.

**Reducing unintended pregnancies among adolescent girls**

Adolescents 360 (www.psi.org/special-project/adolescents-360/) aims to improve access to and voluntary use of modern contraceptives among girls 15 to 19 years of age in several sub-Saharan African countries. Teams made up of researchers, programmers, designers, and adolescents are using a UCD approach with adolescent girls and their influencers—parents, boys, and community leaders—to generate and test a wide range of designs and get rapid feedback on what does and does not work. For example, teams are working on how to generate demand among adolescents by avoiding terms such as “family planning” in communications and by encouraging more youth-friendly practices among the private-sector outlets.
developments and improvements in products and practices that have a growing evidence base for feasibility and acceptability, and that maximize women’s ability to care for themselves. Beyond the products and practices featured in detail below, many other self-care options for SRH are well-established—and new ones are under development. See the box on page 9 for more examples and information.

Contraception

Across the world, 214 million women want to avoid, delay, or limit childbearing but are not using a modern form of contraception; this leads to more than 88 million unintended pregnancies in developing countries every year.24 Among women who initiate use of a modern contraceptive method, approximately 20 percent—and a higher proportion of adolescents and young women—discontinue using it within one year, and they may not switch to another method.25 Having a range of contraceptive choices helps a woman find one that suits her needs, which evolve and change over her life. Evidence also shows that the more contraceptive methods are available in a country, the more women will use modern contraception.26 Several new or improved options expedite women’s autonomy and control over their SRH, while also expanding the range of established alternatives available in most low-resource settings: self-administration of injectable contraception, new versions of the contraceptive vaginal ring, pericoital or “on-demand” use of oral contraception, and newer fertility awareness methods.

Self-administration of injectable contraception. Self-administration of an injectable contraceptive, available only from a health worker in the past, is now a reality. The manufacturer of the most widely used injectable product has developed a subcutaneous version of the drug DMPA (depot medroxyprogesterone acetate, DMPA-SC) and packaged it into a simple-to-use device (BD Uniject™ injection system). This presentation of DMPA-SC makes it possible for more community health workers in remote settings to offer the method and creates the first opportunity for women to self-inject in their homes or elsewhere privately. DMPA is widely used in sub-Saharan Africa, as an intramuscular injection, at least in part because it can be used without a partner’s knowledge.27 DMPA-SC has the approval of the United Kingdom (UK) Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency and of more than 25 other countries worldwide. WHO recommends self-injection of DMPA-SC where appropriate information, training, referral linkages, and follow-up are ensured.18 One injection lasts for three months, so if a woman learns how to self-inject, she can obtain additional devices to keep at home, avoiding costly and time-consuming trips to a clinic.

Research across several countries has demonstrated that most women are able to self-inject subcutaneous DMPA following training.28-30 Researchers in Uganda29 and Senegal32 studied whether women wanted to self-inject and whether they would be able to do it, by training more than 350 women in each country in this technique. The answer to both questions was a resounding “yes,” with 87 percent in Uganda and 72 percent in Senegal self-injecting both competently and within the appropriate time frame, following one-on-one training by a health worker. Nearly all self-injectors in the two countries—between 93 and 98 percent—said they would like to continue self-injecting, and most were able to store devices at home at room temperature without a problem. The ministries of health in both countries are preparing to translate this evidence into practice by scaling up self-injection of DMPA-SC as a contraceptive option.

The contraceptive vaginal ring is a hormonal device that a woman can insert and remove herself, although she may need help at first use from a health worker or someone who has used the product. This method was
developed more than 40 years ago, and a disposable model that is left in place for either three weeks (one week out for menstruation) or four weeks (no menstruation) has been available for over a decade. Unused rings can be stored at room temperature for up to four months. This ring does not require daily attention, and it can be (and should be) left in during coitus. Novel contraceptive rings are in development or early use in some countries, including one that can be worn for one year on a 21-day-in/7-day-out regimen and one that supports women who are breastfeeding. Multipurpose rings that could protect against HIV as well as unwanted pregnancy are also being explored.

Pericoital, or “on-demand,” contraception can be used by women who want an intermittent method that is taken only when needed (as opposed to a daily pill), under their control, and not detectable by a sexual partner. A large number of women with an unmet need for contraception state that their reason for not using a contraceptive method is infrequent sexual activity, implying a gap in the methods available for a woman-controlled contraceptive that can be used as needed, for infrequent sex. The only currently available option is to use levonorgestrel EC pills as a regular contraceptive method. While this recurring, occasional use of levonorgestrel is an off-label use (i.e., the product label states that the drug is intended for one-time use), there have been widespread reports that some women are using it as their regular method. According to both WHO and the International Consortium for Emergency Contraception, occasional repeated use of levonorgestrel EC pills for pericoital contraception is safe for healthy women, although ongoing methods are more effective. A Cochrane review found that repeated use of pre- and postcoital hormonal contraception was not harmful, but it noted that the studies reviewed were older and were inadequate for current regulatory requirements.

In India and Uganda, nearly 300 women participated in discussions about a potential “on-demand” method taken 24 hours before or after sex. The women found it both acceptable and appealing because it offers female-controlled, discreet use. Another study of hypothetical acceptability of a pericoital contraceptive pill found that, among 6,000 women in Kenya and Nigeria, those who were under age 35 years, had a secondary or higher education level, and had previously used EC or other family planning methods were more likely to report willingness to use such a pill. A recent prospective study of several hundred women using repeat EC demonstrated about 90 percent effectiveness after six months of use. This proof-of-concept study indicated that a larger clinical study of pericoital use of levonorgestrel as a routine method is feasible.

Fertility awareness via mobile technology. It is now possible for women to use proven fertility-awareness methods through smartphones, which are becoming much more common in low-resource countries. One application that has been studied extensively is the CycleBeads smartphone app. Based on the Standard Days Method, which is classified by the US Agency for International Development and the WHO as a modern method of family planning, this app provides women with information they can use to prevent or plan pregnancy by tracking their period start dates. It is available globally for iPhones and Android phones in English, French, Hindi, and Arabic and has been tested in depth in Kenya, Ghana, and India. The CycleBeads app brings new users to family planning, is attractive to users who are concerned about side effects of hormonal methods, and is easy to use correctly. The app can be offered directly to users cost-efficiently through social media and does not require extensive support through traditional health channels.

Medical abortion

Women have been self-managing abortion for unintended pregnancies using herbs and other traditional means—many unsafe and ineffective—throughout history. But for more than a decade, they have been able to access oral drugs that safely result in a successful abortion; while the medications are typically obtained from a health worker, they can be taken at home or elsewhere outside a health care facility. The standard regimen for this process, termed medical abortion, includes a combination of mifepristone and misoprostol; the method is safe and up to 98 percent effective for pregnancy termination up to nine weeks gestation. In 2005, WHO added these drugs to the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines for countries where abortion is not illegal, and by 2017, more than 60 countries had registered mifepristone. For countries where abortion is highly restricted, women still have the possibility of performing medical abortion by using misoprostol alone. This drug has other indications, such as for ulcers and for preventing postpartum bleeding, and thus is widely available. Misoprostol alone is about 75 to 85 percent successful in inducing abortion in the first trimester when used as recommended. While the effectiveness is not as high as that for the combination with mifepristone, misoprostol offers a safe and accessible alternative for women in difficult situations.

WHO is clear on the right of women to safe abortion: “Laws and policies on abortion should protect women’s health and their human rights. Regulatory, policy and programmatic barriers that hinder access to and timely provision of safe abortion care should be removed.” The number of abortions, including unsafe procedures, increases when modern contraceptives are not available.

Medical abortion can provide a woman with control and privacy, and it reduces the demands that surgical abortion places on facilities and staff. Administration of the abortion
medications can be self-managed, it is important that women know where to go in the event that they have problematic bleeding or other issues (e.g., a potential ongoing pregnancy) that may require additional care. Information must be available to explain what to expect during the abortion process, to reassure her that the method is safe, and to inform her that contraception may begin immediately after taking the initial medicine (mifepristone).

Studies have found that medical abortion is highly acceptable to women in many countries, including the United States, China, India, Cuba, Armenia, Georgia, Vietnam, Nepal, and Ethiopia. A systematic review of women managing their medical abortions found this practice to be acceptable and feasible, with most women in the 36 studies reviewed reporting a strong sense of satisfaction with their choices, despite some initial anxiety. Effective counseling by trained health workers offered women a sense of confidence and preparedness. Women valued the ability to schedule taking the medications at home so they could plan for the expulsion (and expected bleeding) while working and caring for their households and families, but they also relied on Internet information, hotlines, and pharmacies for answers to questions during the process.

**HIV and AIDS**

Nearly 18 million women aged 15 years and older were living with HIV/AIDS in 2016; in sub-Saharan Africa, the most heavily affected area worldwide, women made up approximately 58 percent of the adults living with HIV. Young women aged 15 to 24 years are especially at risk, and alarmingly, girls accounted for 91 percent of new infections in the 15-to-19-year-old group in Southern Africa in 2015.

**HIV prevention.** Current self-managed options for prevention are imperfect. Female and male condoms protect against transmission of HIV, as they do against other sexually transmitted infections, but women must negotiate their use with male partners. Another prevention approach that women (or men) can initiate and manage, in coordination with a health worker, is taking oral medications to prevent HIV infection. The most widely publicized of these regimens is pre-exposure prophylaxis, or PrEP, which consists of the antiretroviral drugs tenofovir and emtricitabine. However, adherence to the required regimen has been a barrier to success—the medications must be started 20 days before occurrence of most types of sexual activities and must be taken consistently every day for the highest effectiveness (92 percent). This demanding protocol has prompted research into pills that can be taken intermittently and long-acting injections. Prevention studies have been conducted with pericoital application of vaginal gels, but adherence in using this medication also was low, leading one reviewer of studies to comment, “It is imperative to design and market products that people will actually use to prevent HIV infection.”

**HIV testing.** Affordable self-test kits for HIV increasingly make it possible for women to learn their HIV status in private, after which they can begin the process of finding and beginning treatment services, if needed. In 2015, an estimated 30 percent of people living with AIDS were not aware of their status; early diagnosis allows timely initiation of treatment and notification of current and past sexual partners. In 2016, WHO issued new recommendations for HIV self-testing (HIVST) and partner notification as part of a comprehensive package of testing and care offered to people with HIV and their partners. Four manufacturers currently produce HIVST rapid diagnostic tests approved by stringent regulatory authorities, including the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency and the US Food and Drug Agency.

Reinforces the importance of user perspectives in developing tools and programs for self-care (see box on page 4). The contraceptive vaginal ring discussed above also is being studied for delivery of drugs to prevent HIV transmission.
They are available over the counter in many countries, with prices ranging from US$1 to US$16 and falling. Of note, some home-test kits have been found to give false results; consumers should always check for approved products. HIVST can be performed either with blood from a finger prick or from a swab of the inside of the cheek. Anyone with a positive result should still see a qualified health worker after a positive result on self-testing, to confirm diagnosis and discuss treatments.

Studies on the acceptability of HIVST have yielded largely positive results. A study in South Africa with 155 adolescent girls found that nearly 95 percent used and interpreted a self-test correctly, and they found it highly acceptable. Two studies in Kenya involving about 125 women also found high acceptability, with one also showing that it helped reduce anxiety between clinic visits. While HIV self-testing is growing in accessibility and acceptability, more operational research is needed in order to gain a more nuanced understanding.

Cervical cancer screening: vaginal self-sampling for HPV DNA

Cervical cancer rates remain unacceptably high in many low-resource settings, despite the existence of vaccines that can prevent most cases. Eighty-five percent of the 270,000 annual deaths in 2012 occurred in developing countries—an illustration of egregious inequality. Sexually transmitted human papillomavirus (HPV) is the cause of cervical cancer, and to prevent infection, HPV vaccine must be given to girls before sexual activity begins. For women who do not receive the vaccine, screening for and treating precancerous lesions provide a bulwark against this disease, which takes years to develop and strikes women in their prime, when they are raising families, engaged in careers, and contributing to communities. But few women in low-resource settings have access to screening; this stands in contrast to high-resource settings, where complex lab-based screening enables health workers to identify and treat precancerous lesions before they evolve into cervical cancer. Tests for HPV DNA have been developed and approved as a primary screening tool, and this testing—from a cervical or vaginal swab—is more sensitive than previous screening methods for cervical cancer, allowing less frequent screening and reducing costs to both women and health systems.

A breakthrough for self-care is vaginal self-sampling for HPV DNA testing, which allows women who do not want a pelvic exam (particularly from a male health worker) to access this potentially lifesaving testing. While counseling is necessary on when to seek screening and the sampling kit must be obtained from a health worker, women can perform the collection privately. The sensitivity and specificity of the test using self-collected vaginal samples compare favorably with those using cervical samples collected by health workers, showing concordance of around 90 percent in many studies.

Making SRH self-care a reality

Women’s ownership of their SRH is a rights-based expression of self-determination that has the potential to improve their health, with benefits extending to families and communities. Overall, there is good evidence of acceptability and feasibility across a spectrum of practices and products intended to promote self-care, demonstrating that health systems and practitioners can and should trust women with many aspects of their own care.

In high-resource countries, a steady flow of new products, technologies, and practices has facilitated women’s ability to control their fertility and manage other aspects of their SRH, but many women in low-income settings face significant barriers to accessing these tools. Deeply entrenched norms place limitations on women’s decision-making and autonomy, and taboos against talking about sex—notably for adolescent girls—may prevent women from seeking out SRH.
information, products, and services. To overcome these psychological and cultural hurdles, a woman first must believe that she has a right to self-care as a means of achieving her reproductive intentions and goals. Then she must decide what she wants—for example, to avoid sexually transmitted infections, or avoid or delay pregnancy—and what specific products will help her meet her goals. Finally, she must act on her beliefs and decisions. At this point, she may encounter health workers who have biases—for example, against making contraception or anti-HIV products available to adolescents or unmarried women. Further challenges include the reality that some technologies are still too expensive for women in low- and middle-income countries. Some technologies are not available because they are not yet approved by national governments or their regulatory agencies, or not prequalified by WHO, commercial success is considered risky, or perceived or real habits and attitudes make acceptability unlikely.

Strategies that program designers, implementers, and policymakers can deploy to support women's autonomy and self-care for SRH include the following:

- Advocating for and raising awareness of the importance of women's autonomy in SRH self-care. This could mean, for instance, promoting international covenants and national laws that codify the rights to nondiscrimination, privacy and confidentiality, and education and information.
- Investing in, developing, and broadening access to self-care products for women and girls, and building the evidence needed to strengthen the design and acceptance of self-care practices.
- Furthering women's SRH literacy. A basic understanding of reproductive anatomy and physiology is the foundation for good health. Beyond this, women have a right to information and education regarding correct use of products and practices for self-care.
- Ensuring that high-quality services related to SRH self-care practices are available, because the health system—the public and private sectors—still has a critical role to play. When engaging in self-care, women need to be equipped to know when they should seek professional support, and understand their options for doing so.
- Contributing accurate information to social media and websites. Women everywhere have become more self-reliant in finding information online—but its accuracy and quality remain a concern. Promoting reliable Internet sources at clinics and pharmacies could help women and girls find good self-care practices.
- Providing a range of SRH products and services so women can find the best option for themselves. Some women may continue to prefer health worker interactions for certain issues and services (e.g., receiving a contraceptive injection, obtaining a sample for HPV DNA screening, HIV testing, medical abortion where available). Others want to maximize managing their SRH.
- Considering platforms, as well as products, that facilitate SRH self-care. For example, training and supporting drug shop and pharmacy staff to provide a wider variety of contraceptive methods and information has been identified as a promising high-impact practice in family planning. Staff can also provide correct and complete information on safe and effective use of medical abortion medications.
- Developing and evaluating new approaches in order to identify practices that work for reaching vulnerable populations with self-care options. Women who are at high risk for violence, sexually transmitted diseases, and unwanted pregnancy—including...
adolescent girls, women in rural areas, sex workers, refugees, and displaced persons—often lack social support structures, education, and information sources. Deliberate efforts should be made to reach them and address the specific challenges they face for self-care.

Conclusions

Encouraging SRH self-care can help women and girls build their health assets; make health care products and practices more accessible; reinforce the internationally agreed upon human right to good health and self-determination; and alleviate human resource shortages in health systems by using evidence-based and promising practices.

The foundation for effective self-care is high-quality SRH programs within national health systems, which should provide accurate, accessible information along with effective, usable, and affordable technologies, and skilled health worker services as needed. The concept and practices of self-care are appealing to many women, and an expanding array of outlets (e.g., pharmacies and drug shops) and information channels (e.g., social media and mobile phone applications) are allowing women self-motivated, self-directed access.

Exciting new developments in the SRH field—including a growing body of evidence for practices such as contraceptive self-injection, pericoital (“on-demand”) use of oral contraception, home-based medical abortion, and self-testing for HIV and HPV—provide an opportunity to refocus attention on this important and evolving approach to improving the health and well-being of women and girls.
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